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How to begin?

• This talk is about implicit bias.

• We’re in a moment of unprecedented intergroup 
hostility and political division.

• You might think: it ain’t implicit anymore!

• Nevertheless: understanding the volatile nature 
and dogged persistence of implicit bias is key to 
understanding the resurgence of explicit bigotry



Road Map
Intro to implicit bias
Lay out some aims for the talk: 
To better understand the psychological nature of 

implicit biases
To do so, in part, by situating those biases in embodied 

minds and social contexts
To connect psychology of bias to lived subjective 

experience (phenomenology)
Merleau-Ponty on experience (cf. Alcoff)
Research on implicit bias 
Review some evidence critical of implicit bias research
Connect implicit to explicit bias



Overt prejudice on the outs... 

• Overt prejudice and discrimination have been in 
decline for decades.

• “a clear majority of Americans were telling pollsters 
in the early 1980s... that they opposed race 
discrimination in nearly all its forms... there is no 
reason to believe that most of them were lying...”
(Michelle Alexander 203, 2010)

• Psychologists knew prejudice did not just vanish.



A new search began...

• ... for indirect measures of social attitudes
measures that don’t depend on self-report

• Most popular: Implicit Association Test (IAT)

• How does it work?
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What are we measuring?

• Are we measuring “mere associations”?
• Associate “insect” and “bad” just like…

when you think of “salt,” you think of “pepper” 
(doctor and nurse, apple and orange…)?

• Or full-blown beliefs, emotions, goals, and values?
(“propositions” with language-like structure)

• If so, which beliefs? “Blacks are often violent…” ? 
“Blacks are often stereotyped as violent…” ?
“Blacks are often victims of violence…” ?



It’s complicated: indeterminacy

• Neither mere associations nor fully articulated, 
propositionally structured beliefs or emotions

• Mental contents are fundamentally indeterminate
(vague, ambiguous, coarse-grained, open-textured)

• Are negative gut feelings during interracial interactions 
fear of racial other, or anxiety about appearing racist?

• It depends! No general (determinate) answer.
• Our biases become determinate in context: depend on 

our other attitudes, traits, goals, social norms and 
power relations 

• (kinda: empirical evidence for Putnam/Burge externalism?)
• (kinda: instead of Schwitzgebel’s in-between-believing that P, 

the story here is believing that in-between-P)



Waddington 
1942



Broader Aims: Case Study in 
Bridging Diverse Approaches
• Individualistic vs. structural

• Understand individuals’ racial attitudes  situate those 
individuals in broader social contexts and relations; 

• Understand racially oppressive social structures
(and envision emancipatory alternatives!)  populate those 
structures with embodied minds

• Phenomenological tradition vs. social psychology
• Psychologists (& Dennett, Carruthers, etc.) often dismiss 

epistemic value of studying experience “from the inside”
• Irony: contemporary empirical theories of bias vindicate 

much of what phenomenologists have long argued
• (Can empirical evidence break phenomenological stalemate?)
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The Indeterminacy 
of Experience
• Merleau-Ponty: all experience, including

perception, is shot through with 
ambiguity and indeterminacy.
(Cf. James’ “fringe of consciousness”?)

• “We must recognize the indeterminate as a positive 
phenomenon…” 

• We must identify and understand “the presence in 
the perceived of a positive indeterminacy” 
(1945/2013, 7, 12).

• What kind of “indeterminacy” and why is it 
“positive?”





• Not what MP has in mind
clinical setting designed to 

assess me, and how my 
eyes work, rather than 
designed for people to 
navigate around

• Ordinarily, when a sighted 
person comes across 
blurry-looking objects 
(street signs, scribblings on 
blackboard),

• experience has an affective
& action-guiding character.

• Identifying the (vague) blur 
is a problem to solve.



Getting a Grip 
on the Environment
• MP: “a sensible that is about to be 

sensed poses to my body a sort of 
confused problem. I must find the attitude that will
provide it with the means to become determinate... I 
must find the response to a properly formulated 
question…” (1945/2013, 259/222)

• Affect: “felt tension” (question ≈ “what does that sign say?”)
• Behavior: squint your eyes, tilt your head, move closer

• Compare: difficulty in identifying song lyrics 
(e.g., Aretha Franklin’s “R-E-S-P-E-C-T…”)

• Affect: frustration at indeterminacy!
• Behavior: stop singing along, turn ear to speaker, turn up dial



Positive Indeterminacy

• Experiences of indeterminacy motivate us to act and 
resolve them (make/discover determinate features)

• Resolving indeterminacies requires us to draw on a 
range of perceptual, bodily, and cognitive skills

• Transition from a vague blur to determinate perception 
is not a passive process that just happens to us, but a

• cognitive-affective-behavioral accomplishment
• Often a social accomplishment, too:

• Skills are learned from others
• Collaborate with others to disambiguate



“Horizon” of Interpretation
What letter is that?
Maybe “F” or “P”?
Definitely not “E” or “Z”
Range of possible answers,
Some likely, some less 
likely, some off the table
Open-ended, but limited
Compare: “Lady Madonna”
(“knee deep in donuts”?)
Often: disambiguations
rely on context











Sometimes context is everything
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Visible Identity, Markers of Status, 
& Habits of Seeing (Freeman et al. 2011)

• Janitor vs. business suit
• White vs. black vs. ambiguous race
• Hand movements: impulse to categorize low-status as black



Foreground vs. 
Background (Context)
• The felt-but-not-noticed 

background cues affect 
our judgments about 
what’s in the foreground

• But background and 
foreground can shift



Foreground problem to solve: angry or sad?
Background: race perception (plus implicit bias!)
Foreground problem to solve: black or white?
Background: emotion perception (plus implicit bias!)

Racial Perception & Embodiment
(Hugenberg & Bodenhausen 2003, 2004)



Implicit Bias from 
Background to Foreground
• In perception studies, implicit bias is part of the 

background set of “skills” for using contextual cues to 
resolve indeterminacy (identify emotion, race, etc.)

• (“Scare quotes skill” because it’s learned-but-biased!)
• My claim: implicit biases are also indeterminate
• Holism: race perception  emotion  bias  race… 
• Is your social “gut feeling” conscious or unconscious, 

reflectively endorsed or disavowed, 
intentional or unintentional, your “real” self or “alien”… 
is it fear of racial other or anxiety about appearing 
racist… or maybe empathic response to oppression?



Implicit Bias as Indeterminate

None of the above
Except, depending on context, many of the above
“implicit affect toward outgroups serves as an 
ambiguous signal that is available to be 
conceptualized as different discrete emotions based 
on the context” (Lee, Lindquist, Payne 2017) 



Is the IAT even measuring bias?

• Some critics suggest that “negative” IAT scores do 
not always indicate genuinely negative attitudes

• Consider 2 studies cited to demonstrate this point 
(e.g., by Jesse Singal
in NY Magazine)



“…perceived as bad, or badly off?”
(Uhlmann, Brescoll, and Paluck 2006)

• Participants were conditioned to associate novel 
groups, “Noffians” and “Fasites,” with either

• “oppressed, victimized, mistreated, and brutalized” or
• “privileged, rulers, dominant, and powerful”
• Subsequently, a privilege-oppression IAT correlated 

with a good-bad IAT for Noffians vs. Fasites.
• (Ditto for Race IAT: black  bad; black  oppression)

• Does that mean that the IAT sometimes reflects 
mere “knowledge” of oppression 
or “sympathy” for the mistreated??
(Cf. Gendler on “cognitive costs”)



Associations 101 
(and Reasoning 101?)
• If people associate “black” with “oppressed,”
• and “oppressed” with “bad,”
• then they’ll also associate “black” with “bad.”
• “Black-oppressed-bad” correlations: no surprise
• Famous Comedian (2008): “I'm white...which, thank God for 

that shit, boy. That is a huge leg up. Are you kidding me? Oh, 
God, I love being white. I really do. Seriously, if you're not 
white, you're missing out… Let me be clear, by the way. I'm 
not saying that white people are better. I'm saying that 
being white is clearly better. Who could even argue? If it 
was an option, I would re-up every year.”

• So the more “woke” you are about privilege and oppression, 
the more biased you’ll be on the IAT??



Implicit Bias, Oppression, and 
System Justification
• Other work on IATs consistently finds that they are 

influenced by social status.
• (80% of white Americans “prefer” whites on the 

IAT, but so do about 40% of African Americans)
• Implicit reasoning? 
• “If group X is culturally valued 

(or possesses a great deal of symbolic 
and/or material resources),
it is good.” (Jost et al. 2009)



“prejudice-based or empathy-based”
Andreychik and Gill (2012)
• Key distinction re: knowledge of inequalities: 

how do we explain them? 
(e.g., Anderson 2010 on race; fundamental/ultimate attribution errors; etc.)

• Internal: explain group’s low status via internal 
forces (genes, individual choices, culture)
 Negative emotions: contempt, anger, fear, disgust

• External: explain group’s low status via situational 
factors (oppression, discrimination)
 “Negative” emotions: empathic perception of suffering, 
sympathy for disadvantaged, compassion, pity





The IAT as Empathy Detector?

• For participants who 
reject external 
explanations

• Anti-black bias on IAT 
predicts negative
attitudes about the 
“value” of African 
American culture.

• For participants who 
endorse external 
explanations

• Anti-black “bias” 
predicts positive
attitudes.

• (Also correlates with 
empathic personality)



(Lots of caveats…)

• Andreychik and Gill’s studies might be underpowered 
(40-70 participants per study despite baroque multivariable 
analyses; lots of p-values ≥ .03)

• No behavioral measures! (What if implicit negativity still 
predicts e.g., seating distance, despite explicit positivity?!)

• (“Pro-social” emotions can still be bad! E.g., benevolent sexism!)
• Nevertheless, I sympathize with this: “social explanations 

moderate the meaning of implicit ‘negativity’” (1086)
• E.g., implicitly biased people who blame blacks for their own 

disadvantages are more likely to report and act on their 
implicit biases. (Duh?)

• E.g., implicitly biased people who think their negative gut 
feelings are unjustified [because… oppression!] will not
report them and will try to not act biased!



Cognitive Consistency & Interpretation of Bias
(Gawronski et al. 2008, 2012)

• Implicit biases are “immediate affective reactions”: 
“gut feelings” of like or dislike

• Hypothesis: people often fail to report their negative 
gut feelings when the implications of those feelings 
conflict with their other beliefs, goals, values.

• E.g., goal of being unprejudiced, valuing equality and fairness, 
beliefs that blacks are disadvantaged unfairly, etc.

• If motivated to fight against prejudice and injustice, and 
if you believe that blacks suffer prejudice and injustice, 

• but you still have negative “gut feelings” around blacks,
you will reject those feelings as false, wrong, immoral, 
or inaccurate when asked to self-report.











Waddington 
1942



Implications: multifaceted prejudice reduction

• Challenge false beliefs by citing social evidence about 
ongoing discrimination (e.g., statistical irrationality a la Silva!), and 
listen to and amplify voices of the oppressed

• Ethical appeal to fairness, ignite goals to resist prejudice,
change (perceptions of) norms

• Tackle gut reactions: cultivate better habits of thinking, 
feeling, and acting (Madva 2017).



Expanding the Metacognitive Map

• Cognitive consistency: self-report depends on 
whether we explicitly judge that our gut feelings 
are “true, accurate, or justified” in light of 
consistency with other beliefs and values
(Cooley, Payne, and Phillips 2014, 501)

• (Probably both epistemic and moral justification)
• But other metacognitive inferences also matter



Turning Implicit into Explicit
(Cooley et al. 2014, 2015)

1st: Implicit reactions to gay vs. straight couples

2nd: “You may have had a ‘gut feeling’ towards 
the pictures of heterosexuals and homosexuals. 
Research has found that this gut feeling usually 
reflects people’s genuine attitude towards 
homosexuality.”

3rd: Explicit questionnaire
opposed gay marriage & military enrollment
Ownership: “my own beliefs… my real attitude” 
leads us to explicitly endorse implicit bias 
(ditto for “intentional”)
(Irony for Angela Smith’s (2004, 2005) 
approach to taking ownership of our implicit 
biases as part of “real, deep selves”)



Turning Implicit into Explicit
(Cooley et al. 2014, 2015)

“You may have had a ‘gut feeling’ towards the 
pictures of heterosexuals and homosexuals. 
Research has found that this gut feeling usually 
does NOT reflect people’s genuine attitude
towards homosexuality.”
 Support gay marriage & military enrollment!

How we think about our biases  how we act,
i.e., how biases influence judgment & action
• Own up to disowning your biases!

• We should be self-alienated from our biases!
• “My gut reactions don’t reflect my genuine beliefs!”

Lesson about norms & authority figures!



Implications: Situationism Is False

• No effect on unbiased participants!
• Ownership manipulation only worked on implicitly biased
• Inoculate yourself by eliminating your implicit biases!

• Not mere puppets being pulled by situational strings!
• Situations matter, but their power depends on the 

idiosyncratic minds in those situations (person-situation 
interactions)

• Cf. Haslam & Reicher (2006) on Milgram, Zimbardo
• “individuals’ willingness to follow authorities is conditional 

on identification with the authority in question and an 
associated belief that the authority is right”

• E.g., participants value science, and so defer to scientists.



Implications: Limitations of 
“Aversive Racism” Narrative
• Dominant narrative: we are committed egalitarians at 

the conscious level, but (unconsciously) harbor biases
• These studies (and, ahem, recent political events!) 
 our explicit egalitarianism may be more fragile 
(and less determinate?) than commonly appreciated. 

• Authorities tell us how to interpret our gut feelings: 
often enough to turn implicit into explicit. 

• Implicit-explicit contrast resides less in the intrinsic 
nature of the attitudes (considered in isolation), and 
more in their relations with other attitudes and 
contexts, cues, norms, etc.



A Canonical or Default “Translation” 
of Biased Gut Feelings?
• Gawronski et al.: default expression is “I dislike X”
• This suggests (against my view) that there is some 

determinate content that implicit biases have, and, 
other things equal, people will report them.

• But what entitles this “other things equal” claim?
• Biases don’t exist “in a vacuum”
• How do we know which contexts elicit the “true” or 

genuine reports and which don’t?
• My view: “I dislike X” is a relatively central (focal) 

interpretive option in the “horizon of possibilities,” but 
there’s reason to question whether it or anything else is 
the precise canonical expression… 



Why “dislike”? Which emotion exactly?
(Lee, Lindquist, and Payne 2017)

• Implicit racial bias ≠ 
any specific explicit emotion

• Implicit negativity does
correlate with average of all 
explicit negative (vs. positive) 
emotions 
 generic or vague negativity
 “valence”



From Indeterminate 
to Determinate
(Lee, Lindquist, and Payne 2017)

1st: Implicit reactions to white vs. black faces

2nd: “Research has demonstrated that White 
Americans commonly hold negative associations 
with Blacks compared to Whites... Empirical 
evidence suggests that these negative associations 
are often due to feelings of fear because of beliefs 
about the status of Blacks in American society. 
Please generate two or three reasons why any 
negative feelings you may have felt toward Black 
faces might reflect fear of Black Americans.”

3rd: Explicit questionnaire
“Blacks are scary”… “Blacks are threatening”



Implicit Bias, Metacognitive Fear, 
and Perceptual Judgment
• Fear manipulation also led implicitly biased 

participants to rate black male faces as angrier



Indeterminacy Constrained
(Lee, Lindquist, and Payne 2017)

But range of interpretations is limited.
“Empirical evidence suggests that these 
negative associations are often due to 
feelings of sympathy because of beliefs 
about the status of Blacks in American 
society. Please generate two or three 
reasons why any negative feelings you 
may have felt toward Black faces might 
reflect sympathy for Black Americans.”

Participants did not report fear
Nor did they report sympathy!
Metacognition matters, but 
interpretations are not infinitely flexible!





Not just whether you report your implicit bias or not, 
but what it is that you’re reporting!
There is some flexibility
• Fear and not-fear are both “in the ballpark” of OK interpretations, 
• Sympathy is maybe on the “border” between OK and not-OK,
• But, e.g., joy is not a serious interpretive option



Thanks!

Alex Madva (alexmadva@gmail.com)

URL for PPT: goo.gl/jJNQQH
URL for Handout: goo.gl/rfaeDS



Implications: 
Propositions or associations?
Propositional view 
(e.g., “Muslims are more likely to be terrorists”): 
- Right that implicit biases have content
- Wrong to portray that content as so fine-grained
- Same attitude  different implications & 

interpretations (functions!) depending on context
Associative view (e.g., “Muslim-terrorist”)
- Right to portray the content as open-ended 
- Wrong to portray it as too open-ended



Indeterminate Content

≠ Anything goes
≠ “Nothing’s good or bad but thinking makes it so”
(Radical constructionist/anti-realist views: too strong. 
Cf. Schachter and Singer’s (1962) adrenaline study.)
Indeterminate-but-not-infinitely-flexible content. 
Range of disambiguations of implicit bias: not all bad,
But mostly bad! Implicit biases are biases!
They become determinate in context.



Objections/Alternatives: 
Epistemicism
• Maybe contents are determinate but we just don’t know what 

they are (cf. Williamson on vagueness)
• (Underdetermination vs. indeterminacy)

• I agree these studies highlight limited self-knowledge!
• “Nothing is more difficult than knowing precisely what we see” 

(Merleau-Ponty 2013, 59)
• But it’s hard to imagine empirical evidence or metaphysical facts 

grounding one precise content rather than another 
• Our implicit biases are always formed, activated, changed in some 

context or other; cannot be fully decontextualized or isolated. 
• E.g., we can know that this-bias-in-this-mind-in-this-body-in-this-

environment-with-these-norms is… fear of African Americans
• But what facts could determine the content absent context?
• What kind of empirical evidence should we search for?



Objections/Alternatives: 
Disjunctive Content
• Maybe contents are determinate but highly disjunctive. 
• Maybe: fear-in-context-A, sympathy-in-context-B, etc. 
• Again, I have some sympathies: implicit bias becomes

determinate once embedded in contexts.
• Response: inspired by Haslanger’s metaphysics of race 

& gender, which view would best serve our social-
political aim of resisting oppression? 

• Best way to conceptualize these attitudes for the 
purposes of reducing prejudice and discrimination?

• With great [indeterminacy] comes great responsibility
• Ambiguity is one of the harms!



Implicit Bias as a Signal to Be Just?

• In fact, numerous studies find that IB is sometimes 
associated with “positive” intergroup behavior

• If you put an implicit bias in the mind of a person 
strongly, internally committed to justice, with 
supportive peers and authority figures, etc., 
then they might learn to interpret that ambiguous 
signal as: 

• “I have an opportunity to resist my impulses and do 
the right thing right now!”



Self-Regulation of Implicit Bias

• Gonsalkorale et al. (2009)
• Implicit bias against Muslims predicted less favorable evaluations from 

a Muslim interlocutor
• However, close analysis of performance on implicit measure suggested 

that participants both high in automatic biased associations and high in 
capacity to overcome bias were rated more favorably

• Shelton et al. (2005):
• “we suspect that Whites with higher levels of automatic racial bias 

were more engaged in the interaction because they were attempting to 
regulate their behavior so as not to appear prejudiced… Whites with 
lower levels of automatic racial bias did not believe that it was 
necessary to explicitly communicate to their partners that they were 
not prejudiced” (401).

• Richeson and Shelton (2003):
• Implicit racial bias predicted depleted cognitive function after whites 

interacted with blacks





Just Backtracking?

• IB skeptics might see, in my complex analyses, 
backward-looking attempts to accommodate 
prediction-defying data

• But Monteith et al. articulated this “Self-Regulation of 
Prejudice” model by 1993

• “awareness of one’s biases can create negative self-
directed affect [i.e., bias as guilt!] particularly among 
people who are personally motivated to respond 
without bias, which is essential to instigating processes 
that will facilitate less stereotypic and prejudiced 
responding in the future” (Burns et al. 2017)



Nudges, Norms, & Raising Awareness
Duguid & Thomas-Hunt (2015)

• Counterproductive effects of raising awareness about 
pervasive implicit biases?

• “The vast majority of people have stereotypical 
preconceptions and their impressions and evaluations of 
others are consistently biased by these stereotypic 
preconceptions.”
More stereotypical judgments and biased social behavior
• “The vast majority of people try to overcome their 

stereotypic preconceptions and try to prevent their 
impressions and evaluations of others from being 
consistently biased by these stereotypic preconceptions.”
 Fewer stereotypical judgments, etc., than control
• (Spread the word: “More and more people are taking steps 

to overcome their biases!”)



Constantly Consider Context
Cesario et al. (2010), “The Ecology of Automaticity”

Study 1: for participants who strongly associate “black” and “danger,” 
the booth semantically primes “fight”… and the field primes “flight”
Study 2: does implicit bias predict seating distance? It depends!
• Black-danger bias + booth  sit closer
• Black-danger bias + no booth + confrontational personality  sit closer
• Black-danger bias + no booth + non-confrontational  sit farther



Improving implicit measures



Getting in the Mood (to Be Biased)
Forgas (2011)
• Manipulated participants’ moods before reading a philosophy 

essay either written by ‘a middle-aged bearded man in a suit with 
spectacles’ or ‘a young woman with frizzy hair wearing a t-shirt.’  

• Good mood: relied on gut feelings & evaluated older man’s essay 
and competence higher than young woman’s.

• Bad mood: more vigilant, attentive thinking, reduced age/gender 
bias to statistical insignificance (cf. Chartrand et al. 2006, Holland et al. 2012).



Do Black Lives Implicitly Matter?
(Levinson et al. 2014)

• One study found that most participants…
• white faces = “merit” and “value” 
• black faces = “expendable” and “worthless”

• Mock jurors who implicitly devalued blacks were 
also more likely to recommend death penalty for a 
black defendant.

• But another stereotype IAT (“lazy, incompetent”) 
did not predict this tendency.



The Bias of Crowds
(Payne et al. in press, Hehman et al. 2017)

• Even after adjusting for variables such as explicit bias, 
residential segregation, and local levels of violent crime 
and unemployment,

• Implicit racial bias predicts regional disparities in 
disproportionate police shootings of unarmed blacks

• Implicit black-weapon bias is an even stronger
predictor of this tendency generic black-bad bias

• Even so, the vague-content problem still arises.
• Maybe some think “blacks are more likely to shoot me,” 
• but others: “blacks are more likely to be shot”… 

“blacks are stereotyped as violent threats,” etc.



Side note: 
Implicit biases are conscious
• Often felt but not noticed, 

or noticed but misinterpreted, or interpreted 
correctly but effect on judgment & action is 
unappreciated

• (Compare: being “hangry”)
• (Implicit is at least no less conscious than “explicit”)

• Self-report and (un)intentionally action on implicit 
biases: depend on a mess of other factors

• Implicit bias plays an ineliminable (necessary) role 
in explaining ongoing injustice, but clearly not 
sufficient
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